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WHAT IS DIRECT ACCESS/ HOW TO CONNECT

Direct Access is a fast and easy system that you can use to launch orders to your broker from Visual Chart V in a direct, accurate 
and secure way .You can connect to Direct Access service two different ways: In simulation mode (by entering your username 
and leaving the password blank), or market mode (with an account provided by your broker). In the second way you will throw 
real orders in to the market.

Direct Access icon & connection window

To set the connection, click the icon        visible in Visual Chart V 
fast Access toolbar or in the main menu.        When clicking this 
icon, the broker connection window will pop up, where you will 
have to enter your username and password. Once you have 
clicked the button Connect, you will see that the key will lighten 
in yellow.        If, what you need is to connect to the market 
simulator, do only insert your username and not the password, 
provided by Visual Chart V, as we have previously mentioned, 
in this case the key will take a green colour.        Then, you will 
be ready to start using Direct Access.
  
If you want to trade for real, you will have to open a Direct 
Access account with your broker. You can double check the list 
of brokers offering this option in the Contributors section acces-
sible via our Website in Visual Zone.
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You can access it from Visual Chart V fast 
Access toolbar or from the main menu



CONFIGURATION: TRADING OPTIONS

You will find a window to configure the Trading options clicking in Visual Chart V main menu      , and next, clicking the button 
Options. Here, you can adjust different aspects related to the trading options and its functionalities. In the menu situated in the left 
side of the configuration window, the different categories in which we can act appear classified. The last element is Trading, 
where it is possible to vary different practical aspects related to the Direct Access functioning.
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The trading configuration appears divided in four sections. We can see them in the upper image: Confirmations, Systems, Events and Orders. 

Next we will detail the meaning of each one of them: 
 Confirmations: If we check the boxes in this section, Visual Chart Direct Access will ask for confirmation before sending any type or order, modify
 or cancel them.
 
 Systems: This option functions when the trading is deactivated from a system operating with a parked order. You can specify here if you want to
 cancel the pending orders when stopping the system. 

 Events: It offers the possibility of deactivate the sending of alerts through the alert panel when any event related to the orders occurs. 

 Orders: We can visualize the launched orders of one symbol in all the chart windows and DOM windows of this symbol, or just only in the window
 where it has been sent.

Visual Chart V incorporates 2 new sub sections in the Trading configuration: 
 Armed: In the bid/ask viewfinder it is possible to establish, by default, the number of titles/contracts that are traded when clicking in the bid or ask
 side.
 Warning: You can receive in your mobile phone, notifications of the different events produced upon the brokerage system, (filled orders,
 cancelled orders, triggered stops...)
 Others: In this last version, the possibility not to print the orders automatically has been included.



 ORDERS VISUALIZATION    

1. Broker Access

The most important element of the Direct Access System is the Broker Access; you will find it in one of the tabs located under 
Visual Chart V command ribbon. You will be able there to check all your orders, know their state, or even to observe how they are 
launched to the market. This information can be filtered by operator, market, volume etc...…
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When establishing the connection, in the Broker Access Flap, we can see the name of the broker we are connected to



In the left hang side you can see the Accounts panel, where you can check the different accounts available and even filter the 
information by operator, market and dates.)
The incorporation of the flap Monitoring inside this window, specially useful for operators, enables to run a continuous control of 
several accounts at the same time.
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In order to add to Monitoring, you need to 
right click the corresponding account, and 
then chose one of the two first options of 
the contextual menu

You can check the state of your orders and your account from the Orders manager, located at the lower part of the screen, next to 
the tabs Alerts and Historic contributor. If this window is not visible, you can open it from the command View, by activating the case 
Orders Manager. 

The right part of the panel is divided in two different Windows, each of them with its own tab, these tabs enable you to classify the 
orders depending on their state, including a search system by text, in order to make faster the order localization.  



All: It shows all the orders, active, filled and cancelled.
Actives: It shows the pending orders (stop, limit...). You will see them changing in the order list while they are launched to the 
     market, and finally, they will disappear.
Filled: It shows the orders sent to the market.
Cancelled: In this tab, you will see all the cancelled orders.
Open Positions: Information about the opened positions (some of the brokers do not provide this information through Visual      
     Chart).
Close positions: Here, you will see detailed information about the closed positions.
P&L: This tab shows information related to the benefits or losses of the closed operations in cash, points or percentage.
Balance: It shows several characteristics related to the state of your account. 
Web: It access to your Broker website through Visual Chart. 
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The information can be filtered by different fields at once, as much in the Broker Access as in the Orders Manager:

Keep the left button of the mouse pressed while dragging the 
required field through the space designated for the group working 
mode.

When releasing the mouse, the information will be grouped by symbol.

DOM window E-Mini S&P 500 Continuous chart

2. Graphic information 

Underlying the easiness of use of Visual Chart user´s interface, Direct Access presents visually in charts, DOM Windows or posi-
tion Windows, the orders which have been launched to the market, as long as they are active, or even show positions that have 
been opened. The buy orders are highlighted in green while the sell orders are highlighted in deep orange. These colours can be 
configured from the properties panel.



All the events will be notified via a Visual/Sound alert system. A window will pop up too, informing about the event. You can check 
all the historical data for this information in the iAlert panel information.
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The window pops up in the lower part of the screen, 
informing the user at any moment. Even if Visual 
Chart is minimized on screen, the window will pop 
up. This window can be moved anywhere on 
screen.

The time, the concept (new active order, execu-
tion, cancellation.), type (buy, sell, buy limit, sell 
limit ….), volume, symbol and price is specified

By clicking “+”/”-“ the pointer will place itself in the field limit, where the 
best price will appear. Further clicks on “+” and “-“ will modify the price

When filling up the form and clicking 
the button Send, the order will be 
included in the orders manager + -

New type of orders in simulated stop, very useful when the market does not 
support them: stop at market, simulated stop limit, and simulated stop at best.

In the Tab Alerts, located besides the 
Properties panel, you will find the 
notifications historical data.

 ORDERS SENDING, MODIFICATION
AND CANCELLATION    

Visual Chart Direct Access provides a huge versatility to enter many types of orders in different situations.
 
1. OPEN POSITIONS 

 We can use the intermediation commands (Accessible from the menu Trade) in order to launch orders immediately.
 1.1. Sending orders with  “+”/”-“



 1.2. Visual sending of the orders

We can send buy/sell orders by only using the following keys of the keyboard:
 
 Ctrl+Shift+Ieft: activates a limit or stop buy order
 Ctrl+Shift+Right: activates a limit or stop sell order

This orders sending system can be used as much in charts as in DOM windows. These keys combination, prepare visually the 
sending of the order, which will be limit or stop depending on the type selected in the Ticket. The number of titles/contracts will be 
the one shown on the Ticket too.

 1.3. Sending orders with  F8/F9

Once the chart or DOM window is active for the symbol on which we want to launch the order, we will have to press the key corres-
ponding to the operation we want to run and the ticket form will show up for Buy or Sell. 
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When pressing the key´s combination, the order will be 
placed in the first buy/sell position. 

Once the orders show up on the chart, we can modify the 
type the price and the number of contracts/titles: 

   •In order to modify the Price, all we need to do is click the
    keys “Up” and “Down”.

   •In order to modify the type of order we need to use the
    keys “L”and “S”:
      
 -By clicking “L” the “limit order” shows up. 
 -By clicking “S” the type of order will turn in to a
 “stop limit” one.  
 Further pressing of the same key, will show the stop 
 orders available (stop at best, simulated limit etc…),
 being able to select the required one, at any moment. 

   •To modify the number of titles contracts, all you need to do
    is entering it with the numerical keyboard and press
    ENTER 
       
    The order will be sent to the market when clicking ENTER 

 After clicking the key´s combination Ctrl+Shift+right, a sell orders shows up, a limit one 
as it is indicated in the ticket.

Once the different fields are filled in the ticket form New 
Order, we need to click the button Send or press ENTER.

If we do want to trade on an asset included in a quote ´list, 
first we will have to click the raw it belongs to, and then use 
the previously mentioned keys depending on the direction of 
the order we are willing to send.

F8

F9



 1.4. Sending ADVANCED ORDERS

By clicking the button ADVANCED of the dialog box you will find a huge range of possibilities to trade:

1.4.1. LINKED ORDERS (OCO, OSO, and Bracket).
These orders depend on prior orders. A modification in the preceding order will involve a modification of the linked order. 

 •OCO (Order Cancel Order). The oco order is made by a main order and a secondary order. When one of the orders is filled 
the other one is automatically cancelled.
 •OSO (Order Send Order). In this case, if the main order is filled the other one will be launched to the market.
BRACKET. The bracket order is made by a main order and two secondary orders. The activation of the secondary orders depends 
on the execution of the main one.

Next we detail the set up of the Bracket Order:

 When clicking the button Bracket, 2 tabs will unfold; one of them will be used to enter the stop loss order and the other one the 
target profit order. 
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We set the minimal price for target profit.

The yellow- colored order is the main one (limit order) and the 
two others
Orange-colored are the stop loss, and the target profit orders

The maximum price to limit the losses is indicated here
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While the price changes, the stop order (orange flag) will be auto-
matically displaced in order to close the position at the best possible 
price.

1.4.2. CONDITIONNED ORDERS (Trailing stop, By price, By lots etc.).

The sending of this type of orders is conditioned to the fulfilling of previously set conditions. Next we will show some examples 
about the configuration of these type or orders.

 •Trailing stop.

We have an open position in the E-mini S&P500 futures

We set up a 5 points trailing stop. Therefore, the order is executed at 5 
points below the price. 
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 •First position

This is a special type of trailing stop consisting in keeping the order  in the first buy/sell position.

In this case, we have filled the ticket form to 
launch a buy limit order in the Euro Bund 
Future Continuous.  

When establishing the condition we have fixed 
the limit at 125.60 points. This means that the 
order will be launched at the price of the first 
position, and will be modified as the price 
changes in order to be kept at the first position.
 
If the quote reaches 125.60, the order will be 
filled avoiding this way buying at a higher price.  

When sending the order, it has been placed at 
125.56, which is the first selling position.  

We can notice here that the first position price has changed, therefore 
the order has been automatically modified. In this case the quote has reached the price and the order has been executed.
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 •By price

We have configured a buy limit order on the E-Mini S&P Continuos at 815 
points. According to the established condition the order will only be execu-
ted if the  Euro Bund Future Continuos price overcomes 123.33. 

We can see in this image that, on the E-Mini  S&P future Continuos chart, 
the infotrader appears at the price level established when configuring the 
conditioned   

In the limit price we do enter “5p” Visual Chart sends a limit order 5 pips bellow the quote 

We have configured a buy limit order on the E-Mini S&P Continuos at 815 points. According to the established 
condition the order will only be executed if the  Euro Bund Future Continuos price overcomes 123.33.  

1.4.3. Price set up using Pips.

The dialog box supports a way of work where you do not need to specify the price in absolute value. All you need to do is to indi-
cate the distance related to the current quote in pips. To enter one of this values, just enter in the price field (limit or stop) the 
amount of ticks, followed by the letter “p”.
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2. USE OF THE TICKET IN THE MENU TRADE.

This method enables to launch buy and sell orders to a certain asset, by previously determining the necessary aspects in the 
Ticket located under the Trade menu. All you need to do is click the Buy or Sell buttons in the required moment. This ticket only 
works with charts and quote´ lists. 

Once you click the buy or sell button, the order will appear in the chart, 
DOM window or negotiation window, as much as in the Broker Access and 
in the Orders manager.

If you click the button more you will find different restrictions to be 
established: time, volume and advanced (orders OCO, OSO, Bracket, 
Conditioned…)
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3. ORDERS MODIFICATION (F2)

The command Modify order enables to change the price of the 
active order, selected in a chart or DOM window.

We can select the order to be modified with the keyboard:
  Ctrl+Right select the buy order closest to the price. 
  Ctrl+Left select the sell order closest to the price.
Further clicks on Right/Left will enable to select the rest of the orders, active 
on the chart.

 ·Orders Modification with the Mouse+keyboard

Visual Chart Direct Access makes the work easier with the buy/sell orders, even to modify them by just using the mouse. 

The process consists in having visible the order that we wish to modify, in a chart or in a positions window. We need to left click 
the order, and without releasing the mouse, move it to the required price. When the process is finished, in the iAlert panel, a mes-
sage informing about the event will show up.

 - Modify orders with the mouse in the chart.

After clicking the 
command Modify 
order, or the key 
F2,the sell order 
dialog box will show 
up, providing the 
option of changing 
the number of 
contract/Titles and 
the price on which 
the order is active

We have a 1 contract order active at 904.75 We click the order and drag the mouse without 
releasing it  until it reaches the desired price, in 
the example is 903 

When the modification is 
done, a notification will
appear in a window alert.

In the alerts historic, any event will 
be reflected.

We see how the order has been modified, and the 
Price has changed to what we wanted 

Once the price of the order has been modified, and when clicking 
the button Send or the key ENTER, the order will be modified on 
the chart.
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 -Change orders with the mouse in the positions window

The orders active in a positions window appear highlighted with the operation price in blue or red by default, depending if they are 
buy or sell respectively.

To change the price of the trade, left click the active order, and drag the mouse until it reaches the required price. After releasing 
the mouse, a buy/sell window will appear (by default), showing the new price. The order can be sent by clicking the button “send” 
or you can make some changes in the order parameters before you send it.
Once the order is sent, the positions window will show the order at the new price level.

 -Modify chart orders with the mouse

Visual Chart V enables the user to modify 
the orders by only using the keyboard.

We can select with the keyboard the order 
we are willing to modify.
Ctrl+Right: Selects the buy order closest to 
the price.
Ctrl+Left Selects the sell order closest to 
the price.
Further clicking on Right/Left will enable to 
select the other active orders on the chart.

There is an active order for one contract at 2409, when clicking the 
price you can see a change in the appearance, now you can drag the 
order upwards or downwards.

When releasing the mouse in the required price, in this case 2412, the 
order is automatically modified.

Once the order we are willing to modify has been selected, all we need to do is using the cursors UP/Down and we will notice 
how the price rises/falls 1 pip.

By clicking the keys AvPag, RetPag the prices moves by range of 10 pips.
In order to change the number of contract/titles we must use the numerical keyboard. When clicking Enter the modification will be 
applied.
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By pressing the key ENTER or 
the button Send of the ticket, the 
order will be  cancelled straight 
away.

 -Orders Cancellation from the Keyboard (CTRL+”+”/CTRL+”-“)

The user will be able to cancel any order at any moment, by only using the keyboard:
By clicking Ctrl + ”+” the buy order closest to the price will be cancelled without any confirmation message.
By clicking Ctrl+”-“ the sell order closest to the price will be cancelled without any confirmation message.

 ·All Orders Cancellation (CTRL+F12)

To cancel more than an order at once, we can use the command Cancel ALL orders, or the keys combination CTRL+F12.

This command cancels the selected active order in a chart or DOM window. It will 
only be enable if there is an active order.

If there is only an active order in the window, we will not need to select it.
We can select with the keyboard the order we are willing to modify:

  Ctrl+Right select the buy order closest to the price. 
  Ctrl+Left select the N closest to the price.

Further clicks on Right/Left enable to select the rest of the active orders in the chart.

4. Orders CANCELLATION (F12) / Del

The command Modify order enables to change the price of the active order, selected in a chart or DOM window.
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5. CLOSE positions (F10)

By clicking the command Close opened position (long/short) the previously opened position will be closed. This command will only 
be active if they are opened positions.

When clicking the corresponding command (F10), a ticket opens up with a market 
order, with a sign opposite to the opened position one and for the same amount of 
titles/contracts.

After clicking ENTER or the button Send, the position will be 
closed straight away.

 ·Close all Positions (Ctrl+f10)

If there is more than one opened position, by using the key´s combination CTRL+F10 . ALL of them can be closed at once.
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6. Orders CLONING

From the flap Broker Access or from Visual Chart Orders Manager, we can make different types of operations with the orders, 
between these options we can find the orders cloning. The goal of this functionality is to be able to duplicate an already existing 
order in the Broker Access or Orders Manager  

This is only possible with the orders appearing in the flaps “active” and “filled”. The way to proceed is quite simple: select the order 
that you want to clone, and right click it. The buy/sell dialog window will then appear, with the different possibilities, in which “clone 
order” can be found. Clicking on it, you can see that a buy/sell window opens, being able to modify any parameter if required.

7. Use of the BID/ASK VIEWFINDER

One of the novelties included in Visual Chart V and related to the intermediation services, is the trading from the BID/ASK viewfin-
der. This tool enables the customer to follow closely the quote of any asset and send buy/sell orders for a previously established 
amount of titles/contracts

It enables as well to trade very fast and at the best bid/ask prices and it is very useful especially for Forex.

A pop up window will 
show up, informing us 
of the trade.

In the tab Alerts you 
will be able to check 
the historical orders 
events.

By simply double left clicking the buy or sell zone Direct Access will 
launch the order.



USE OF AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS WITH DIRECT ACCESS  

When you activate an automated system in Visual Chart, it's highly recommended to take in consideration the following:

 1º When connecting to Direct Access, the system considers that you are holding the same position in the real market as in
 Visual Chart. When you insert a system in the chart, and you have gone long a single contract or share in your chart, it 
 considers that in the real market you have also gone long a single contract or share.

 2º Once you apply a system all the pending orders will be placed on the market.

 3º The Visual Chart system works the following way: Every time a bar is finished the system calculates and places all the
 Pending orders. These orders can be at close, market, stop and limit. If the order is at close, it will be executed immedi
 tely at the closing of the recently finished bar. The market order will be executed at the opening of the next bar. The stop 
 or limited orders will remain active during all the time the next bar is being formed, and executed when the market matches
 the specified criteria.

 4º Now let's see what happens when the system connects to Direct Access: when a bar is finished, the system calculates
 what orders should be active during the next bar. If these orders are the same as those the system has already placed on
 the market (previous bars), there won't be any new orders placed or cancelled. If there is a difference between the pending
 execution orders in Visual Chart and the orders already placed on the real market, all the corresponding orders will be
 cancelled and the new ones will be placed. The system doesn't modify the orders, just cancels the old ones and sends the
 new ones. If the system orders' are “At Close” or “Market” type, the order placed on the market will be “Market” order type
 (immediate execution).

 5º Once the trading has started, several reasons can cause a difference between the position in real market and in the
 Visual Chart System. The order is first executed in Visual Chart or in the market, so every time an order is executed, there
 is a difference between these two systems. To correct this situation the system has a waiting period of minimum 30 seconds
 (configurable in the system's properties). If the correction doesn't happen, this difference will be corrected automatically
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The recommended waiting time is at least  30 seconds, but a lower time  can be set up in the system properties. If after this 
30 seconds no tick has been received, the correction will be postponed until a new ticks arrives, as if we do not received 
new ticks it could be because we are not receiving real time.

To correct the Visual Chart position,  the following operations are performed:

1. All the active and pending orders are cancelled.

2. An order is placed on the market, including a number of contracts/shares and the sign (Buy/Sale) needed to correct the
position, and leave it as in Visual Chart.

3. The corresponding new active orders are sent.

See the examples below:

 A) When using limit orders, the market can reach the system's order price, but the order can be executed only partia 
 lly. The order's price tick first comes to Visual Chart, and the system considers it's executed, while it's been executed  
 partially on the market. When the waiting period expires, the position is corrected automatically, as described above,  
 except if during this interval of time, no tick is received, in which case we must wait until the reception of some tick.

 B) If a Stop or Limited Order is executed on the market and this tick doesn't enter in Visual Chart: When the waiting  
 period expires, the market position is corrected and adjusted to the position held in the Visual Chart system, except if  
 during this interval of time, no tick is received, in which case we must wait until the reception of some tick

 C) Another difference could be produced if any of the system's indispensable elements are interrupted: the real-time
 quotes interruption, buy/sale system interruption, exchange interruption, etc. If this happens, when the system is 
 re-established, the steps described above are followed to correct the position.

In versions of Visual Chart previous than 5125, the position fixing mechanism acts once the waiting time has ended up, 
without verifying the reception of new ticks.
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ADDITIONAL CONCEPTS  

1. Use of the ARMED system

 With this option, the orders will be triggered to the market with a single click through the DOM or negotiations window. The 
window you want to send the orders from must be active; a new DOM/Bid Ask menu will appear, with the options of the ARMED 
system.

You must fill up all the fields: 
- Account: Account the orders are launched to.
- Volume: Number of titles /contracts to be negotiated with a single click.
- Left Button: Select the type of order to be launched when left clicking with the mouse.
- Right Button: Select the type of order to be launched when right clicking with the mouse.

With a single click on the bid ask cells, the type of order specified in the Armed system options will be launched. 

When double clicking the order, it will be cancelled. If you click a buy or sell cell with a buy and sell order already active, this 
order will be modified and take the price of the new click level. If the option Cumulate is active, when clicking an active order, 
Direct Access will send a new order in the same direction instead of cancelling the current one.

When clicking the activate button Visual Chart V will show a message, warning 
about the risk of activating the automatic order trigger.

When placing the mouse pointer in the cells, the icon          appears 
indicating the activation of the orders triggering.
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2. Use of parked orders

They are two basic types of orders: normal ones (we have previously described them) and Parked ones. When we talk about 
normal orders we are referring to the orders whose  details must be filled just before we launch them to the market

the parked orders are priory configured and saved in a catalogue; these orders can be used later on and at any moment. The 
parked orders are neutral; this means that when we create them we do not need to specify if they are buy or sell orders. We will 
decide the direction of the order just before we launch it.

When clicking the button Parked Orders, an assistant will pop up to direct the user in the process of the order creation.

Visual Chart has 5 different types of parked orders that we will specify next, depending on the type of object we are going to apply 
the orders to. 
Parked order for  Systems 
Parked order for  Charts /Quote´ lists 
Parked order for  DOM window, 
Parked order for Graphic objects 
 Generic Parked order .Useful to create simple buy and sell orders associated to a shares basket or a single share.

The assistant presents three possibilities:

Create a new order 
Modify an existing order
Delete an existing order 
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 2.1.Parked orders on systems:

You will have to enter a name for the order and chose the type  of object to 
apply the order to. In this case “System” and then click “Next”.

The assistant ask for the  Direct Access account (provided by your broker), 
once entered, click “Next”.

Here we will have to specify the type of order for the parked order
For each of the four different types of orders that an automatic system can 
launch to the market. Once this step is complete click, 
"Finish", and the order will be saved upon the parked orders folder, giving 
Access to it when required.
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 2.1.1. Linking a parked order to a system:

Open a chart and insert a system. Left click one of the system arrows to visualize 
its properties panel. In the section Trading activate in by selecting YES and select 
the type of parked orders by clicking the icon   

When clicking OK, the order is linked to the system (and the system to 
the chart). A small icon shown in the screenshot above will appear at the 
right side of the arrow to warm you about the system activation.
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 2.2. Parked orders on a chart or quote ‘list:

They allow you to apply an order in the active chart or  quote ‘list. The order can be launched: 
    a) In the selected symbol in the graphic or quote ‘list.   
    b) In a group or basket values.

Write the order’s name and choose the option 
“Graphic, Quote ‘list”.  

Choose the account with which you wish to trade.
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It gives you the option to apply the order in the 
selected symbol at the moment it is launched, or 
in a stock´s basket. Next, the number of 
titles/shares or money that we want to buy or sell 
must be inserted for each of the elements compo-
sing the basket..  

Write the type or order that you want to launch. 
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 2.2.1. Application of the parked orders to any chart or quote ‘list:

To apply a parked order in a graphic, the steps to follow are similar to the orders designed for the systems: activate the box trading 
in the properties panel, and choose the previously created order for the graphic. By clicking F4 or F5 the order will be
Filled with the established characteristics.

If it is a quote ‘list, when clicking F4 or F5, a window with the parked orders for graphics and quote ‘lists will appear. After cho-
osing one of them, the order will be launched. 

The icon       will appear, reminding us that there is an order linked to it..
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 2.3. Parked orders on the DOM window:

In the parked orders creation assistant, the steps to follow are the same for charts/quote ‘lists. But in this case, in the step 0, the 
option “DOM” should be marked.
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 2.3.1. Application of the parked order to a DOM Window:

We need to specify write in the field Parked order of the com-
mands group ARMED, the one that is going to be used. Therefo-
re, it will be linked to the DOM window. The sent orders will be 
shown in the DOM or negotiations window.

To launch the order, you need to be in the line where the 
required price is, and click F4 (buy) or F5 (sell). In the 
following image there is an example: 

When clicking the empty field of the parked order, a window will pop up, 
where it is possible to select an order previously created, and accept.

In the negotiations window, by default, the buy order 
appears with a green background and the sell order 
appears with a red background.

In the DOM window the buy order appears, by default, with a green 
background, and the sell orders with an orange background.
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 2.4. Parked orders in Graphic Objects: 

This type of orders gives a great flexibility, because they are associated with graphic objects. When these objects are modified, the 
order is updated immediately. The creation process is as simple as in the rest of the situations, even though the application is 
different.

 

 2.4.1. Application of a parked order to a graphic object:

It is necessary to have a chart and an object inserted on it (Line, support, regression…), which will be the one who applies the 
execution of the order. The simplest case is to use a trend line situated so that the order can be executed when the Price crosses 
it. Here is an example on how to proceed to activate the order:

As we can see in the image, when we activate the Alerts field from the object properties panel, there are two possibilities: “Alert 
when upwards crossover” and “Alert when downwards crossover.” When we activating one of these options, in this case the first 
one, two other options appear: "Trade if upwards crossover "and “Trade if downwards crossover”.  For this example, we have 
marked the first one. Clicking the icon        from the parked order, we can see a window with the available orders, from which we 
have chosen for the example the one named “line”.   

The icon       under the line reminds us that there is a linked order. 

When the specified condition is fulfilled, in this case an upwards crossover of 
the support by the quote, the order will be sent, you will be informed about this 
event in the iAlert panel
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 2.5. Generic Parked orders.:

The generic parked orders are very useful to send simple buy/sell orders for a specific share or a shares basket. The creation 
method is analogous to the previous cases. 
Like with other orders, we can decide its direction when it is going to be launched. If this last option is selected, it is necessary to 
introduce the contracts/titles percentage or the corresponding amount of money to be used for each symbol.
By default, when buy or sell operations are made in a shares basket, Visual Chart asks for a confirmation before launching the 
order. 

The icon       under the line reminds us that there is a linked order. 

F4 
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